GCSE English Language
Paper 2 Writers’ viewpoints and perspectives
The basics…
- This exam is 1 hour 45 minutes
- 45 minutes for Section A (writing Q5)
- 1 hour for Section B (reading Qs 1-4)
15 minutes to read both texts
45 minutes to answer Qs 1-4
- 2x non-fiction texts

Key information…
- This question requires you to have read both full texts
- The key skill being tested here is your ability to infer
- There are also marks available for supporting your
inferences with evidence from the two texts
-

NO LANGUAGE ANALYSIS/ZOOMING/IDENTIFYING METHODS!

8 marks
10 minutes

One clear pair of inferences /
explained
difference
can
immediately start you off in
Level 3… in other words, scoring
5 out of 8 straight away is quite
straightforward if you make
sure your first pair of inferences
/ explanation of a difference is
CLEAR.

At Glastonbury, the main thing to see and do seems to be watching and listening to live
music performances by ‘acts’ such as ‘The Killers’ and ‘Elvis Costello’. These acts are wellknown and successful, suggesting that festival-goers attend specifically to see and hear
professional music by famous performers. This is different to Greenwich as the music
there does not seem to be the main attraction; the music is more amateur and random
with ‘speaking-trumpets’, ‘gongs’ and ‘a dozen bands… all playing different tunes at the
same time’, suggesting that the music is spontaneous and created by the fair-goers
themselves rather than planned performances by on-stage professional artists.

At Glastonbury, the main thing to see and do seems to be watching and listening to live
music performances by ‘acts’ such as ‘The Killers’ and ‘Elvis Costello’. These acts are
well-known and successful, suggesting that festival-goers attend specifically to see and
hear professional music by famous performers. This is different to Greenwich as the
music there does not seem to be the main attraction; the music is more amateur and
random with ‘speaking-trumpets’, ‘gongs’ and ‘a dozen bands… all playing different
tunes at the same time’, suggesting that the music is spontaneous and created by the
fair-goers themselves rather than planned performances by professional artists.

At Glastonbury, camping is something that many people do; the writer describes the ‘tents’
she sees floating away. People can go for there for an extended break rather than just for the
day, which is different to Greenwich Fair. There is no mention on camping or accommodation
at the Fair; instead, visitors cram everything into one day and it is very fast-paced with ‘a
melodrama… a pantomime… a comic song, an overture, and some incidental music’ all
performed in 25 minutes. This suggests that Glastonbury would feel more slow-paced with
people relaxing and unwinding almost like they’re on holiday, whereas Greenwich Fair would
feel and look more chaotic and frenetic.

1.

Read Source A. As
you read, highlight
details relevant to
what Aberfan is like
as a place.

2.

Read Source B. As
you read, highlight
details relevant to
what London is like
as a place.

3.

What is your first or
main difference? – the
one you feel you can
explain most clearly,
with inference and
supporting quotations
from both texts? Write
your first difference!

4.

What is your second
or next difference? –
make
sure
you
include inferences and
supporting quotations
from both texts!

1.

Read Source A. As
you read, highlight
details relevant to
what Aberfan is like
as a place.

2.

Read Source B. As
you read, highlight
details relevant to
what London is like
as a place.

Aberfan is village ‘tucked away’ in Wales which is made up of a
‘huddle of anonymous terraced houses… chapel and pub’, and
which few people knew about until the mining disaster. This
suggests a very small, hidden-away place with a small
population and limited amenities and services – somewhere
that not much usually happens. This is very different to
London, which is a ‘colossal city’, a large, lively and wellknown place. It has ‘vast warehouses’ and ‘trains rushing’
overground and underground, which suggests there are lots of
people there and constant activity.

3.

What is your first or
main difference? – the
one you feel you can
explain most clearly,
with inference and
supporting quotations
from both texts? Write
your first difference!

4.

What is your second
or next difference? –
make
sure
you
include inferences and
supporting quotations
from both texts!
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2.

Read Source A. As
you read, highlight
details relevant to
what Aberfan is like
as a place.
Read Source B. As
you read, highlight
details relevant to
what London is like
as a place.

Aberfan is village ‘tucked away’ in Wales which is made up of a ‘huddle of
anonymous terraced houses… chapel and pub’, and which few people knew
about until the mining disaster. This suggests a very small, hidden-away
place with a small population and limited amenities and services –
somewhere that not much usually happens. This is very different to London,
which is a ‘colossal city’, a large, bustling and well-known place. It has ‘vast
warehouses’ and trains rushing overground and underground, which
suggests there are lots of people there and constant activity.

The landscapes and environments of both places have been affected
by mankind, but in different ways. In Aberfan, the landscape is
scarred by the coal tips which ‘straddle’ the hills like ‘black
pyramids’, one of which caused death when it collapsed on the
village. This suggests that mining has made the place dangerous
over time and that the landscape is now ugly and unpleasant. In
contrast, London’s factories are ‘ceaselessly steaming and smoking’
pollution into the air and ‘irritating the throat and eyes.’ This
suggests that pollution in London makes aspects of life there
unpleasant.
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What is your first or
main difference? – the
one you feel you can
explain most clearly,
with inference and
supporting quotations
from both texts? Write
your first difference!

4.

What is your second
or next difference? –
make
sure
you
include inferences and
supporting quotations
from both texts!
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details relevant to
what London is like
as a place.
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What is your first or
main difference? – the
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What is your second
or next difference? –
make
sure
you
include
inferences
and
supporting
quotations from both
texts!

